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Jazz Age and Generation Gap

The Roaring Twenties and The Swinging Sixties investigates the similitudes in women’s

design over these two decades. Question pairings with direct visual associations highlight the

parallels in tall design that were motivated by the progressive spirits of advancement amid the

1920s and 1960s. The presentation analyzes these similitudes through six topical areas: Twenties

Sentimentality, Dreams and Discontent, Fixation with Youth, Music Lunacy, Social

Apportionment, and Mode and Advancement. Like both periods, developments for social equity

and racial and sexual orientation uniformity have characterized 2020. The show welcomes the

audience to mull over the impacts of today’s occasions on design and how the coming about

plans might compare to those of the 1920s and 1960s. The Roaring Twenties and The Swinging

Sixties is the primary visual show co-produced by The Exhibition hall at FIT and the Graduate

Ponders Division that was curated particularly for a web gathering of people. The presentation

highlights twenty-six objects from The Gallery at FIT, mold outlines from FIT’s Gladys Marcus

Library Uncommon Collections and College Files (SPARC), and extra authentic photos and

movies that encourage illustrate the parallels between the mold of the 1920s and 1960s.

The exhibition starts off with an introduction which gives the audience an idea of what

fashion was like during the roaring 20s and the swinging 60s. There are 6 rooms such as;

Twenties Nostalgia, Dreams and Discontent, Obsessions with Youth, Music Mania, Cultural

Appropriation, and Mode and Modernity. Each of the rooms included the roaring 20s and



swinging 60s outfit, which shows the audience the differences between the two eras of the outfits

that have been used or what has evolved or changed. The designs are easy to see, for example,

they pictured closed up and different angles of the mannequin to give the viewers an idea how

the outfit looks like if they were to wear it. Not only that, they also bring up what happened

during those time period such as: pictures of different movements for social equity among

African American communities were noticeable within the United States, exemplified by the

culture of the Harlem Renaissance (1917-1930s) and afterward by the Civil Rights Movement

(1954 -1968). Women’s rights progressed politically and socially, coming about in advancing

ideas of perfect womanliness and shifts in acknowledged sexual orientation roles. The

developing perceivability of Black Americans amid these periods highlighted their social

commitments to American society in numerous ranges, counting music and fashion. The 1920s

and 1960s saw persuasive changes in American women’s lives. African ladies were prohibited

from the correct to vote until the 1965 section of the Voting Rights Act.

Youthful individuals made subcultures to characterize their social bunches, affiliations

with innovation, and their fashion. Individuals frequently misjudge the youth societies and

critique them for dressing exclusively for amusement and stun esteem instead of recognizing

their dress as a frame of expression and freedom. Youthful ladies revolted against the excellence

standards of their mothers' eras. Amid the Music Mania, it was motivated by each decade's free

for all for enthusiastic music and moving. Popularity of energetic jazz moving empowered

creators to consider flexibility of development making evening wear. The clothing was free

fitted. Fast-paced prevalent music driven to move rages just like the Frug and the Jerk. Such

enthusiastic move moves favored the flexibility given by the scaled down skirt. These outlines

not as it freed the legs, they too showcased them. Development was indeed encouraged



emphasized in designs for moving through decorations like periphery, sequins, and metallic

components.

Designs of the 1920s and 1960s both appropriated plan components from other societies,

particularly through Orientalism and Primitivism. and exoticizing plan components from Asia

and the Center East. Primitivism depicts the savage imaginative instinctual of uncivilized people

groups and their impact on Advanced Craftsmanship. Primitivism was not particular to one

geographic locale, but frequently driven to the assignment of plan from Africa and old

civilizations. Amid both the 1920s and 1960s, originators looked to nations and societies that

were seen as exotic for novel motivation without considering the more prominent setting of their

plans. Both Orientalism and Primitivism are naturally associated to European colonialism,

colonialism, and social authority, and Western discoveries of non-Western societies.

To sum up everything that has been stated so far, the Museum at FIT, The Roaring

Twenties and the Swinging Sixties is worth planning to and the show is effective. The display

appears with awesome subtle elements and sufficient data for the gathering of people to get why

and how the outfits were made and propelled by. The outfits and background for each piece has

its background not only that outfits are easy to see and you are able to see different angles of the

outfit such as the front, sides, and the back. I personally learned a lot of what each room and

periods indicated of how the clothes were inspired from but also the history of the periods that

the movements were created.


